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Using ABA Principles to Reduce Negative Behaviors 

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) is founded upon a few basic principles: 

 Behaviors are largely the result of our learning from the environment (e.g., reinforcement, 
punishment) 

 Sequence of behavior is associated with a setting/event (e.g., school), followed by precipitant (e.g., child 
told to sit down), then behavior (e.g., child yells no), then consequence (e.g., child told to go to office). 

 Functional Analysis can be used to determine function of behavior, of which generally include: 
 

1) Escape (attention, task, internal stimulation):   occurs after a behavior has started (e.g., trying 

to get out of finishing homework, reducing pain, withdrawing from a group because of 

anxiety) 

2) Avoid (“ “):  occurs before a behavior has started (e.g., skipping class, opting out of social 

activities, refusing to eat dinner) 

3) Gaining (“ “):  throwing a “temper tantrum” to demand caregiver’s focus, using drugs to get 

high, working hard on homework 

 

 Many behaviors have an appropriate function (e.g., finishing assignment to get good grades), but 

parents should determine if both function and method is appropriate (e.g., may be appropriate to get 

parent’s attention, but method is not acceptable) 

 

Specific strategies to reduce behaviors 

1) Differential Reinforcement of Acceptable Behaviors:  using positive reinforcement (e.g., praise, small rewards) 

to reinforce appropriate methods (e.g., tapping on shoulder) of getting need met 

2) Environmental Adaptations:  altering the environment to reduce a child’s opportunity of getting 

reinforcement from negative behavior and making it less likely to occur (e.g., putting towel on 

doorway to reduce gain from slamming) 

3) Extinction:  eliminating any reinforcement for a behavior in an attempt to significantly reduce its 

occurrence (e.g., systematically ignoring temper tantrums to prevent gain of attention/control 

a. Ignoring includes removing verbal, physical, and eye contact 

b. Initially ignoring a behavior often increases severity/frequency until child finally realizes that 

it will not result in desired result---reinforcing (e.g., paying attention) to a behavior during 

this increase may inadvertently strengthen the child’s responses (assumption is that they just 

have to “up the ante”. 

c. Brief “extinction bursts” (e.g., return of negative behavior) often occurs after behavior has 

been extinguished for a while (must be careful to not inadvertently reinforce) 

 

 Best reduction of negative behaviors occurs when strategies are combined (e.g., for “meltdowns that 

occur during bedtime, look to limit number of toys available in bedroom, ignore negative behaviors 

such as stomping/yelling, systematically reinforce completion of hygiene routine, good transitions)  

 Initially, parents should determine if child’s behavior is harmful to self & others in considering 

response (e.g., if dangerous, adjust environment) 

 Then, determine if function of behavior is appropriate (e.g., is it ok for child to avoid going to a 

birthday party) 
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